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Free epub Matron at
last Copy
after working as a nurse for 30 years evelyn prentis
left the hospital to become a full time matron at the
lodge a home for elderly ladies of reduced
circumstances this is her funny and affectionate
memoir of her years at last when do you have a bath i
asked mrs turgoose i hope you re not suggesting that i
don t look after meself properly she said crossly there
was a woman who used to use it but that was because
she was a bit stuck up she soon went off the idea
when it started to get cold after working as a nurse
for thirty years evelyn left the hospital to become a
full time matron at the lodge a home for elderly ladies
of reduced circumstances evelyn was nothing like the
matrons she had known and feared in the past in spite
of broken nights and hot dinners left to get cold mrs
peters with her temper and mrs harrison with her 24
hour piano playing her new role offered a chance to
make a difference to her ladies lives even though it
did mean she was on call twenty four hours a day this
is evelyn s funny and affectionate memoir of her years
at last as a matron she should never have kept the
business going after her husband died running a
betting shop is no job for a woman especially when
she s got bad legs after a short stay at hospital herself
evelyn prentis wondered what was in store for her
when she returned to work from the door slamming
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miss cromwell to mrs silver s shoplifting and mrs may
coming over all queer being matron in charge of the
lodge was rarely straightforward so when her ladies
became unusually united in their grumbling about
newest resident ivy the woman who d kept the betting
shop on the high street evelyn was ready for all hell to
break loose but instead with openness and kindness
ivy won people over and even started bringing them
together suddenly being in charge of the lodge was no
trouble at all reprint of the original first published in
1873 the publishing house anatiposi publishes
historical books as reprints due to their age these
books may have missing pages or inferior quality our
aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost in
good king charles s golden days a true history that
never happened a discussion play the issues of nature
power and leadership are debated between king
charles ii mr rowley isaac newton george fox and the
artist godfrey kneller buoyant billions a comedy of no
manners farfetched fables shaw s thoughts simplified
shakes vs shav puppets portray shaw and shakespeare
the play comprises a comic argument between the two
playwrights an intellectual punch and judy why she
would not his final play digicat publishing presents to
you this special edition of old times in dixie land a
southern matron s memories by caroline e merrick
digicat publishing considers every written word to be
a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been
carefully reproduced for republishing in a new
modern format the books are available in print as well
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as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with
the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature the inspiring uplifting true
story of a group of london girls dispatched to a
children s home in rural england during the blitz and
meet the formidable nurse and lady in waiting who
transformed their lives forever a heartwarming story
of hope and kindness daily express an engaging war
time tale these evocative first person memories
conjure a vivid picture of 1940s britain leaving a
lasting impression lucy fisher bombs were falling all
over britain for one young londoner in a children s
home queenie clapton it might have been the end of
the world yet swiftly evacuated queenie along with the
other children taken up by the waifs and strays
society escaped the shattered streets instead she
found herself invited into the stately home of dorothy
peyton a recently widowed lady in waiting there under
the formidable guidance of matron bailey queenie
discovered a new world birdsong knitting circles and
taking tea with royalty in such unfamiliar unlikely
surroundings might queenie and the other waifs and
strays have finally found somewhere to call home this
is the inspiring true story of that remarkable bond
forged in times of trouble and the woman at the heart
of it all a well documented imaginatively empathetic
account the times literary supplement full of
fascinating detail affectionately told the angels of
englemere wood is by turns a humbling touching
astonishing and ultimately uplifting read joanna toye
an exquisite meticulously researched account of what
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happened to britain s disadvantaged children and all
who touched their lives when war came gentle
fascinating nostalgic i loved being in the company of
this beautiful humane book tessa dunlop a winning
blend of nostalgic personal narratives with a detailed
social history of world war two i guarantee you ll be
charmed by every one of the cast of waifs and strays
as well as by the angels who took care of them duncan
barrett reprint of the original first published in 1871
the archaeological assemblage from the hyde park
barracks is one of the largest most comprehensive and
best preserved collections of artefacts from any 19th
century institution in the world concealed for up to
160 years in the cavities between floorboards and
ceilings the assemblage is a unique archaeological
record of institutional confinement especially of
women the underfloor assemblage dates to the period
1848 to 1886 during which a female immigration
depot and a government asylum for infirm and
destitute women occupied the second and third floors
of the barracks over the years the women discarded
and swept beneath the floor thousands of clothing and
textile fragments tobacco pipes religious items sewing
equipment paper scraps and numerous other objects
many of which rarely occur in typical archaeological
deposits these items are presented in detail in this
book and provide unique insight into the private lives
of young female migrants and elderly destitute women
most of whom will never be known from historical
records all the nostalgic charm of nurse on call and
call the midwife matron s law is brings to life a now
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defunct matron system that at one time instilled
nurses with such high standards of professionalism
and patient care sarah jane has no career aspirations
all she wants is to leave school work as a cashier at
woolworths and get married then everything changes
and she finds herself wearing a fluorescent pink
uniform and studying to get into nursing school what
inspired this surprising change of direction what
happens when she leaves home to live in a garrison
town with a housemate who is a party animal the big
question being is she really cut out to be a nurse let s
start at the beginning with sarah jane as a sixteen
year old country girl a bit old fashioned but who has a
mischievous sense of humour and who suddenly
decides she wants to be a nurse this funny yet
poignant nursing memoir has sarah jane s trademark
honest writing style which shines through in every
story she tells from starting her student nurse training
in essex to coping with patients in happy sad and
heart breaking situations it gives you a young woman
s view into the realities of entering the world of
nursing in the 1980 s a highly entertaining and
informative memoir which was able to take me from
laughing out loud to having welled tears of empathy s
brewster we were quickly learning to live with war we
became very proficient at moving the patients who
could walk quickly to the shelters when the sirens
went we were equally proficient at talking those who
couldn t walk into believing that they would be safe
where they were some believed us others didn t
surprising matron as well as herself evelyn prentis
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managed to pass her finals and become a staff nurse
encouraged she took the brave leap of moving from
nottingham to london brave not least because war was
about to break not only did the nurses have to cope
with stray bombs and influxes of patients from as far
away dunkirk but there were also raf men stationed
nearby which caused considerable entertainment and
disappointment and a good number of marriages but
despite all the disruption to the hospital routine
evelyn s warm and compelling account of a nurse in
action shows a nurse s life would always revolve
around the comforting discomfort of porridge and
rissoles bandages and bedpans born into poverty to a
mother who does not want him oliver is forced into a
baby farm and alter into child labour for some rich
lords when he breaks with the social norms and is
thrown out of the work force he was enslaved to he
finds himself a home with people that may have been
just as evil as those he formally worked for as he finds
freedom with a local pickpocket he has those around
him constantly seeking to take him down and make
him seem discredible since he keeps having some luck
that others around him want constitution of the order
appended to the proceedings for 1888 it must be
stressed from the start that i was not a born nurse not
every girl is not every nurse is either however
wholeheartedly she may throw herself into the project
once she gets going born nurses can be easily
recognised they have a little something the others
haven t got which never seems to desert them
however desperate the circumstances may become
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desperate circumstances were something evelyn
prentis had to get very used to when she began her
life as a nurse it was in 1934 that evelyn left home for
the first time to enrol as a trainee at a busy
nottingham hospital in the hope of 25 a year a nurse
in time is her affectionate and funny account of those
days of dedication and hardship when never ending
nightshifts strict sisters and permanent hunger ruled
life and joy was to be found in a late night pass and a
packet of woodbines



Matron at Last
2013

after working as a nurse for 30 years evelyn prentis
left the hospital to become a full time matron at the
lodge a home for elderly ladies of reduced
circumstances this is her funny and affectionate
memoir of her years at last

Matron at Last
2012-07-19

when do you have a bath i asked mrs turgoose i hope
you re not suggesting that i don t look after meself
properly she said crossly there was a woman who
used to use it but that was because she was a bit
stuck up she soon went off the idea when it started to
get cold after working as a nurse for thirty years
evelyn left the hospital to become a full time matron
at the lodge a home for elderly ladies of reduced
circumstances evelyn was nothing like the matrons
she had known and feared in the past in spite of
broken nights and hot dinners left to get cold mrs
peters with her temper and mrs harrison with her 24
hour piano playing her new role offered a chance to
make a difference to her ladies lives even though it
did mean she was on call twenty four hours a day this
is evelyn s funny and affectionate memoir of her years
at last as a matron
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she should never have kept the business going after
her husband died running a betting shop is no job for
a woman especially when she s got bad legs after a
short stay at hospital herself evelyn prentis wondered
what was in store for her when she returned to work
from the door slamming miss cromwell to mrs silver s
shoplifting and mrs may coming over all queer being
matron in charge of the lodge was rarely
straightforward so when her ladies became unusually
united in their grumbling about newest resident ivy
the woman who d kept the betting shop on the high
street evelyn was ready for all hell to break loose but
instead with openness and kindness ivy won people
over and even started bringing them together
suddenly being in charge of the lodge was no trouble
at all

The matron, an elegy
1774

reprint of the original first published in 1873 the
publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books
as reprints due to their age these books may have
missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to
preserve these books and make them available to the
public so that they do not get lost



Female life in prison. By a
prison matron. [By F. W.
Robinson.] New edition, revised
1864

in good king charles s golden days a true history that
never happened a discussion play the issues of nature
power and leadership are debated between king
charles ii mr rowley isaac newton george fox and the
artist godfrey kneller buoyant billions a comedy of no
manners farfetched fables shaw s thoughts simplified
shakes vs shav puppets portray shaw and shakespeare
the play comprises a comic argument between the two
playwrights an intellectual punch and judy why she
would not his final play

Manual of the Nellore District in
the Presidency of Madras
2023-07-23

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition
of old times in dixie land a southern matron s
memories by caroline e merrick digicat publishing
considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format
the books are available in print as well as ebooks



digicat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic
of world literature

The Last Master & Matron
2008*

the inspiring uplifting true story of a group of london
girls dispatched to a children s home in rural england
during the blitz and meet the formidable nurse and
lady in waiting who transformed their lives forever a
heartwarming story of hope and kindness daily
express an engaging war time tale these evocative
first person memories conjure a vivid picture of 1940s
britain leaving a lasting impression lucy fisher bombs
were falling all over britain for one young londoner in
a children s home queenie clapton it might have been
the end of the world yet swiftly evacuated queenie
along with the other children taken up by the waifs
and strays society escaped the shattered streets
instead she found herself invited into the stately home
of dorothy peyton a recently widowed lady in waiting
there under the formidable guidance of matron bailey
queenie discovered a new world birdsong knitting
circles and taking tea with royalty in such unfamiliar
unlikely surroundings might queenie and the other
waifs and strays have finally found somewhere to call
home this is the inspiring true story of that
remarkable bond forged in times of trouble and the
woman at the heart of it all a well documented



imaginatively empathetic account the times literary
supplement full of fascinating detail affectionately told
the angels of englemere wood is by turns a humbling
touching astonishing and ultimately uplifting read
joanna toye an exquisite meticulously researched
account of what happened to britain s disadvantaged
children and all who touched their lives when war
came gentle fascinating nostalgic i loved being in the
company of this beautiful humane book tessa dunlop a
winning blend of nostalgic personal narratives with a
detailed social history of world war two i guarantee
you ll be charmed by every one of the cast of waifs
and strays as well as by the angels who took care of
them duncan barrett

Voice of Masonry
1896

reprint of the original first published in 1871

Last Plays
2013-11-28

the archaeological assemblage from the hyde park
barracks is one of the largest most comprehensive and
best preserved collections of artefacts from any 19th
century institution in the world concealed for up to
160 years in the cavities between floorboards and
ceilings the assemblage is a unique archaeological



record of institutional confinement especially of
women the underfloor assemblage dates to the period
1848 to 1886 during which a female immigration
depot and a government asylum for infirm and
destitute women occupied the second and third floors
of the barracks over the years the women discarded
and swept beneath the floor thousands of clothing and
textile fragments tobacco pipes religious items sewing
equipment paper scraps and numerous other objects
many of which rarely occur in typical archaeological
deposits these items are presented in detail in this
book and provide unique insight into the private lives
of young female migrants and elderly destitute women
most of whom will never be known from historical
records

The Matron's Manual of
Midwifery
1848

all the nostalgic charm of nurse on call and call the
midwife matron s law is brings to life a now defunct
matron system that at one time instilled nurses with
such high standards of professionalism and patient
care

Old Times in Dixie Land: A



Southern Matron's Memories
2022-07-31

sarah jane has no career aspirations all she wants is
to leave school work as a cashier at woolworths and
get married then everything changes and she finds
herself wearing a fluorescent pink uniform and
studying to get into nursing school what inspired this
surprising change of direction what happens when she
leaves home to live in a garrison town with a
housemate who is a party animal the big question
being is she really cut out to be a nurse let s start at
the beginning with sarah jane as a sixteen year old
country girl a bit old fashioned but who has a
mischievous sense of humour and who suddenly
decides she wants to be a nurse this funny yet
poignant nursing memoir has sarah jane s trademark
honest writing style which shines through in every
story she tells from starting her student nurse training
in essex to coping with patients in happy sad and
heart breaking situations it gives you a young woman
s view into the realities of entering the world of
nursing in the 1980 s a highly entertaining and
informative memoir which was able to take me from
laughing out loud to having welled tears of empathy s
brewster



The Eastern Star
1898

we were quickly learning to live with war we became
very proficient at moving the patients who could walk
quickly to the shelters when the sirens went we were
equally proficient at talking those who couldn t walk
into believing that they would be safe where they
were some believed us others didn t surprising matron
as well as herself evelyn prentis managed to pass her
finals and become a staff nurse encouraged she took
the brave leap of moving from nottingham to london
brave not least because war was about to break not
only did the nurses have to cope with stray bombs and
influxes of patients from as far away dunkirk but there
were also raf men stationed nearby which caused
considerable entertainment and disappointment and a
good number of marriages but despite all the
disruption to the hospital routine evelyn s warm and
compelling account of a nurse in action shows a nurse
s life would always revolve around the comforting
discomfort of porridge and rissoles bandages and
bedpans

Memoirs of Jane Cameron,
Female Convict. By a Prison



Matron, Author of “Female Life
in Prison.” [By Frederick W.
Robinson.]
1864

born into poverty to a mother who does not want him
oliver is forced into a baby farm and alter into child
labour for some rich lords when he breaks with the
social norms and is thrown out of the work force he
was enslaved to he finds himself a home with people
that may have been just as evil as those he formally
worked for as he finds freedom with a local
pickpocket he has those around him constantly
seeking to take him down and make him seem
discredible since he keeps having some luck that
others around him want

Matron Takes an Early Bath
1982-12-01

constitution of the order appended to the proceedings
for 1888

Reports from Committees
1861

it must be stressed from the start that i was not a



born nurse not every girl is not every nurse is either
however wholeheartedly she may throw herself into
the project once she gets going born nurses can be
easily recognised they have a little something the
others haven t got which never seems to desert them
however desperate the circumstances may become
desperate circumstances were something evelyn
prentis had to get very used to when she began her
life as a nurse it was in 1934 that evelyn left home for
the first time to enrol as a trainee at a busy
nottingham hospital in the hope of 25 a year a nurse
in time is her affectionate and funny account of those
days of dedication and hardship when never ending
nightshifts strict sisters and permanent hunger ruled
life and joy was to be found in a late night pass and a
packet of woodbines

Proceedings of the ... Annual
Meeting of the Grand Chapter of
the Order of the Eastern Star of
Wisconsin
1896

Memoirs of Jane Cameron,



female convict, by a prison
matron, author of Female life in
prison
1864

Proceedings of the ... Annual
Meeting of the Lake Mohonk
Conference of Friends of the
Indian
1892

Proceedings of the ... Annual
Meeting
1892

The Angels of Englemere Wood
2022-07-21



Eastern Star World
1926

Report of the ... Annual Lake
Mohonk Conference on the
Indian and Other Dependent
Peoples
1890

First Annual Report of the Board
of Commissioners of Public
Charities
2022-11-07

Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
to the Secretary of the Interior
for the Year ...
1896



House documents
1893

Eastern Star of Michigan
1932

Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
to the Secretary of the Interior
1895

Nursing Mirror and Midwives
Journal
1970

Commissioner's Report on the
Subject of Matrons and Labor in
the Common Jails
1854



An Archaeology of Institutional
Confinement
2013-09-29

The McMaster University
Monthly
1896

Matron Knows Best
2011

Ooh Matron!
2015-09-14

A Nurse in Action
2011-11-30



The Original secession magazine
1882

Oliver Twist
2017-01-20

Masonic Standard
1902

Proceedings of the Grand
Chapter of the Order of Eastern
Star of the State of Michigan
1971

The matron of Erin
2011-05-25



A Nurse in Time
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